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Introduction
the european Chamber of Commerce in hong kong (eCC) created its ICtBC to bring together 
experts in the information and communication technology (ICt) field in hong kong special 
administration region (hong kong) and macao special administrative region (macao). the 
main objective of the ICtBC is to aggregate the interests of the european union (eu) ICt 
industry and eu business associations in dealing with hong kong government departments, 
public authorities and other organisations specialising in the ICt area in the eu, hong kong, 
macao and people’s republic of China (China), and to provide the eu office with timely mar-
ket access information as input for bilateral ICt policy formulation and talks with the govern-
ments of hong kong and macao. 

hong kong has one of the most advanced ICt sectors in the world and has consistently been 
voted the world’s freest economy over the last couple of decades. one of its trademarks is 
the low barriers to global trade. the combination of a highly sophisticated ICt infrastructure, 
the rule of law, free movement of capital, access to funds, agile business environment and 
its geopolitical situation, as special administrative region in China, makes it very attractive 
and important to european business interests, in general as well as for ICt companies. It is a 
stepping-stone not just to China but also to the rest of asia. to ensure these low barriers to 
trade, hong kong has traditionally aligned its ICt policies closely with the global community 
and international standards, which has enabled quick adoption of new technologies in the 
territory, a fact that has, in its turn, attracted many ICt companies to establish their presence 
in hong kong. the ICtBC believes that hong kong must continue to follow global standards 
and seek ways to further attract ICt companies by also lowering the barriers to innovation. 
this will help create more opportunities for early-stage companies whilst diversifying hong 
kong’s economy. to facilitate this process, the ICtBC is identifying and engaging stakehold-
ers including: a) european ICt companies, b) local authorities, policy makers and regulators 
and c) incubation programmes and investors. 

  Key recommendations

 • to encourage the eu to seek cooperation with the hong kong government and private 
stakeholders around innovation and incubation to create opportunities for early-stage, 
european ICt companies to enter the hong kong market, and in extension, China and the 
rest of asia pacific. 

 • to invite the eu to, together with the hong kong government, discuss with the government 
of China the possibility to adapt the apt700 plan in the hong kong and shenzhen area. 

 • to recommend the hong kong government to, in cooperation with european stakehold-
ers, take further steps in the direction of becoming a smart city, mainly by taking on a more 
people-centric approach. 
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 • to emphasize the need of the eu to continue to share with hong kong the experiences from 
europe about the benefits of public sector information for the creation of business opportu-
nities in the ICt-sector as well as other business sectors. 

1.  Innovation and  
  Incubation in Hong Kong

1.1  Background 

In the last couple of years, a number of public and private incubators and accelerators have 
emerged in the China and hong kong, targeting foreign companies looking to enter the 
Chinese and asian markets. from the european start-up perspective, incubators could be 
an important gateway to gain access to these markets and local funding, mainly because 
the best incubators provide direct funding that is otherwise rarely available for early-stage 
companies. In addition, via incubators and similar establishments, companies can gain the 
knowledge that is needed to access and scale in the chosen market.1 

hong kong, being one of the world’s most significant finance districts, is an attractive option 
for european companies. It is fast and inexpensive to establish a company in hong kong, tak-
ing from a few days to a week. this can be compared to a period from one month to a year 
in China. In addition, some small companies have been concerned not only of the company 
establishment procedure in China but also of the possible dismantle of the business should 
the location decision prove to be wrong. other benefits of hong kong are its reputable legal 
system and beneficial tax rates. 

even though the products traded have changed over time, hong kong’s position as a platform 
between europe and asia is strong. at the moment, current trends in China, such as tightening 
competition, pollution and Internet restrictions, have made some companies consider other 
options than China for their asian headquarters and for their workers’ families. hong kong 
might benefit from this trend. however, there are also those who think that China’s anti-cor-
ruption policies and economic liberalisation will, in the long run, make hong kong’s position as 
a gateway to China less important. also, hong kong is competing with other attractive destina-
tions in the area, such as singapore, in attracting companies and investment. 

since the topic of innovation and incubation has come more into focus in hong kong during 
the past few years, the ICtBC is of the opinion that this area is important to highlight to the 
european Commission. to have a better view of the current innovation landscape in hong 
kong will help the european Commission to take the necessary action within this field. 

1  Lion Partners, 2015, January, Future Watch Report for TEKES, China Investment Environment. 

1
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1.2  Main Issues and Challenges

1.2.1  Introduction to the technology Innovation Landscape in Hong Kong

Invest hk, an organisation under the hong kong government, conducted a survey about 
the start-up ecosystem in hong kong in august 2015. the results show that there has been 
a growth in the number of start-ups, co-work spaces and incubators in hong kong. the 40 
co-work spaces, incubators and accelerators polled in the survey (a good number compared 
to that there where only a handful in 2010) stated that 1,558 start-ups where registered with 
them. this is an increase with 493 start-ups, or 46%, compared to a similar study made one year 
earlier. these start-up companies employed 3,721 persons. although these start-up companies 
employ only a small number of people, the impact of innovation on society is large, especially 
in the technology sector. In fact, research has argued that a 20% increase in ICt investment 
will grow the gross domestic product (gdp) of a country by 1% and that web and e-commerce 
platforms now handle almost 20% of the value of all sales of goods and services worldwide.2 
out of these start-up companies in hong kong, the top sectors represented were:

 • Information, computer and technology (19%)

 • hardware – Internet of things (Iot), prototypes and wearables (14%)

 • e-commerce (10%)

 • supply chain management and professional or consultancy services (10%)3  

hong kong Cyberport management Company limited (Cyberport), a creative cluster wholly 
owned by the hong kong government, and the hong kong Business angel network (hkBan), 
also mention shared economy technology, financial technology (fintech) and open data as 
promising markets for hong kong. private actors in the fintech area do, not surprisingly, also 
see fintech, together with hardware and Iot, as increasingly more important business areas 
for hong kong. for hong kong science and technology park (hkstp), a statutory body dedi-
cated to building a vibrant innovation and technology ecosystem, the main focus areas for 
development are smart city (including fintech, shared economy, public sector Information 
(psI) and environmental protection), healthy aging and robotics (e.g. robots capable of deep 
learning going into homes etc.). 

1.2.2  Hong Kong’s Economic structure

hong kong’s economy has traditionally been focused on four pillars; 1) the trading and 
logistics services industry, 2) the financial services industry, 3) the tourism industry and  

2 Huawei, reviewed 2015, December,  
 http://www.huawei.com/minisite/gci/en/huawei-global-connectivity-index-2015-whitepaper-en-0507.pdf.

3 InvestHK, reviewed 2015, November,  
 http://www1.investhk.gov.hk/news-item/investhks-survey-shows-continued-growth-of-hong-kong-startup-ecosystem/. 

http://www.huawei.com/minisite/gci/en/huawei-global-connectivity-index-2015-whitepaper-en-0507.pdf
http://www1.investhk.gov.hk/news-item/investhks-survey-shows-continued-growth-of-hong-kong-startup-ecosystem/
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4) the professional and producer services industry, where trading and logistics is the largest. 
however, in order to diversify hong kong’s economic structure and create more growth, the 
hong kong government has identified and promoted six industries to help expand the local 
industry structure. the six identified industries include cultural and creative industries, edu-
cation services, medical services, environmental industries, innovation and technology as 
well as testing and certification services.4 all of the six industries face challenges of their own 
and there is a need for the government to enhance its support for these industries in order 
to help diversify the industry structure. nevertheless, the acknowledgement of, in particular, 
the innovation and technology sector, is an important step towards an even better innova-
tion and incubation climate. 

1.2.3  Innovation and Incubation activities and Programmes 

Interesting investments and initiatives are currently taking place in hong kong, which can 
affect its innovation climate. some of these include: 

nEst, established in 2014, runs accelerator programmes together with aIa, Infiniti, and dBs 
in healthcare/wearables, smart cities and fintech respectively.

BrInC, also established in 2014, is an accelerator with focus on Iot. 

Fintech Innovation Lab by accenture is another relatively new institution, dedicated to 
bring together stakeholders and promote fintech.

Hong Kong Design Centre’s design Incubation programme nurtures start-up companies in 
design and creative fields.

Cyberport Incubation programme and Creative micro fund is set up to support develop-
ment of hong kong’s ICt industry.

Hong Kong science and technology Parks run programmes for app developers, biotech-
nology companies and technology companies.

on november 10, 2015, the research Grants Council of Hong Kong and the European 
Commission agreed to set up a collaboration scheme under the eu framework programme 
horizon 2020. With an annual budget of 9 million hkd for the benefit of hong kong research-
ers, the collaboration scheme is open for researchers and innovators to apply for matching 
funds to support their participation in joint research projects in the science disciplines of biol-
ogy, medicine, engineering and physical sciences. the aim of the collaboration scheme is to 

4 Legislative Council of HKSAR, reviewed 2015, November,  
 http://www.legco.gov.hk/research-publications/english/1415rb03-four-pillars-and-six-industries-in-hong-kong-review-and-outlook- 
 20150209-e.pdf.

http://www.legco.gov.hk/research-publications/english/1415rb03-four-pillars-and-six-industries-in-hong-kong-review-and-outlook-20150209-e.pdf
http://www.legco.gov.hk/research-publications/english/1415rb03-four-pillars-and-six-industries-in-hong-kong-review-and-outlook-20150209-e.pdf
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foster and strengthen the eu-hong kong collaboration in scientific research and exchange 
in order to achieve leading innovative technologies.5

Massachusetts Institute of technology (mIt) has announced the opening of the mIt 
hong kong Innovation node in the summer of 2016.6 this collaboration space will enable 
mIt students, faculty, and researchers to work on various entrepreneurial and research proj-
ects alongside hong kong-based students and faculty, mIt alumni, entrepreneurs, and busi-
nesses. 

Baidu, the Chinese search giant, is teaming up with standard Chartered and tuspark global 
network to start an international incubation programme for fintech companies in 2016.

on november 19, 2015, alibaba Group Holdings Limited launched its entrepreneurs fund 
for hong kong.7 the fund holds 1 billon hkd, which will be used to support the career and 
entrepreneurial aspirations of young people in hong kong. 

albeit focussed on regenerative medicine and stem cell technologies, it is also worth men-
tioning Karolinska Institutet, which is opening a branch at the hkstp in 2016. 

on november 20, 2015, the Innovation and technology Bureau was launched in hong 
kong. It was initiated by leung Chun-ying, Chief executive of hong kong, in 2012. the Inno-
vation and technology Bureau will help develop hong kong into a knowledge-based econ-
omy and innovation hub for technology and information technology. further, it aims to cre-
ate a vibrant ecosystem where the government, industry, academia and research sector can 
interact.8 

furthermore, in march 30, 2015, the hong kong government announced the establishment 
of a steering Group on Financial technologies. the steering group, consisting of ten per-
sons from the financial industry and research and development (r&d) institutions, will ini-
tially work for one year and shall advice the government on how to develop and promote 
hong kong as a fintech hub. since the steering group was appointed on 1 april, 2015, their 
report and/or recommendations can be expected around the same time next year. 

last but not least, Mainland China and Hong Kong Closer Economic Partnership agree-
ment (CEPa) should be mentioned. Cepa is a free trade agreement entered into between 
China and hong kong in 2003. the agreement, which has been subsequently enriched and 
supplemented, covers three different areas: 1) trade in goods, 2) trade in services and 3) trade 

5 European Union Office to Hong Kong and Macao, published 2015, Nov 20,  press release  
 “New EU-Hong Kong Research and Innovation Collaboration”. 

6 Massachusetts Institute of Technology, reviewed 2015, November,  
 http://news.mit.edu/2015/innovation-node-hong-kong-1109.

7 Alibaba Entrepreneurs Fund, reviewed 2015, November,  
 http://www.ent-fund.org/en/global/home?spm=a3139.7833218.0.0.rctX9b.

8 Innovation and Technology Bureau of HKSAR, reviewed 2015, November,  
 http://www.itb.gov.hk/en/index.htm.

http://news.mit.edu/2015/innovation-node-hong-kong-1109
http://www.ent-fund.org/en/global/home?spm=a3139.7833218.0.0.rcTX9b
http://www.itb.gov.hk/en/index.htm
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and investment facilitation. the intention of Cepa is to accelerate the economic integration 
and enhance the long-term trade development between China and hong kong. on novem-
ber 27, 2015, yet another agreement was signed under the framework of Cepa, extending 
basic liberalisation of trade in services to geographically cover the whole of China.9

1.2.4  strengths and Weaknesses of the Hong Kong Innovation Landscape

to understand hong kong’s strength and weaknesses for innovation, the ICtBC has turned 
to some recently published global indices (all from 2015), which all rank hong kong dif-
ferently. the global Innovation Index ranks hong kong 11th (singapore 7th and China 29th), 
the network readiness Index ranks hong kong 14th (singapore 1st and China 62nd) whereas 
the Bloomberg Innovation Index puts hong kong in the 34th position (singapore 8th and  
China 22nd). 

according to these indices, hong kong’s strengths include a very friendly business environ-
ment which is conducive to innovation, excellent mobile network coverage, high Internet 
bandwidth, affordable cellular tariffs and fierce sector competition. foreign direct invest-
ment inflows and outflows rank top of the class, as does the legal framework, which works 
very efficiently for settling disputes and challenging regulations. the intensity of local com-
petition and the short time required to start a business, are other positive factors. high-
tech imports (% of total trade) are comparatively high, whereas high-tech exports (% of total 
trade) are low.

Weaknesses include the government’s position vis-à-vis ICt: the government’s use of ICt is 
considered low, ICt is not promoted and there is a lack of integration of ICt in the govern-
ment’s vision for the future. furthermore, tertiary education enrolment rates are low and the 
percentage of science and engineering professionals in the labour force is as well. on the 
whole, hong kong spends less than many other developed economies on education as well 
as r&d, with ratings below competing economies such as singapore (and in the case of r&d, 
also China). Consequently, the number of patent filings and approvals lag behind.

stakeholder interviews show that hong kong’s strengths lies in its excellent infrastructure (this 
is confirmed by the index ratings), such as roads, bridges, airports, broadband, mobile coverage 
and innovation centres. however, when it comes to soft skills, such as creativity development, 
diversity, culture and social infrastructure, the view is that these need to be addressed to improve 
hong kong’s landscape for innovation, by emphasising these more at all levels of education.

It has been pointed out that hong kong does not really have a history of ICt innovation, hence 
the relatively low rankings. Business in hong kong has been very tied to the real estate sec-
tor and ICt and innovation has received little attention. this explains the low number of filed 

9 The Mainland and Hong Kong Closer Economic Partnership Arrangement Further Liberalisation 2015, published 2015, 27 November. 
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patents, even though hong kong has many entrepreneurs. the hong kong government’s 
intention to create a more diversified economy and find ways to nurture creativity and use 
of technology in education, reflected in its digital 21 strategy, would improve the chances 
for early-stage ICt companies in hong kong to grow and attract talent, on a long term. In the 
short term, the government should consider initiatives such as the regulatory sandbox by the 
financial Conduct authority in the united kingdom to address regulatory concerns inhibiting 
innovation and growth in fintech, as well as the technology sector at large.

according to recent trends in education, technology and innovation are being progressively 
promoted amongst students, parents and teachers. furthermore, the government has 
invested a lot of money in these areas, not least via the technology start-up support scheme 
for universities (tsssu). tsssu provides universities with annual funding to encourage their 
students and professors to start technology businesses and commercialise their r&d results. 
good things take time and although hong kong’s public administration sometimes might 
seem slow on adapting new ideas and new technology, once processes are implemented 
they work efficiently. 

1.3  recommendations

the ICtBC recognises that there is a good state for collaborative efforts within the area of ICt 
innovation in hong kong, and therefore would like to suggest the below recommendations 
to the european Commission.

 • to make the european Commission aware of the current ICt innovation climate in hong 
kong and to recommend the european Commission to further investigate the possibilities 
for european companies to benefit thereof. 

 • to encourage the european Commission to seek cooperation with the hong kong govern-
ment and private stakeholders around incubation and innovation to create opportunities 
for early-stage, european ICt companies to enter the hong kong market, and in extension, 
China and the rest of asia pacific. In this context, the ICtBC also recommends both the eu 
and the hong kong government to more actively promote Cepa, which could be attractive 
to ICt companies. 

 • to highlight to the european Commission the interest in hong kong for the six identified 
industries mentioned under 1.2.2. the european Commission is also advised to be aware of 
the identified promising markets mentioned under 1.2.1 and to follow up on the report from 
the steering group on financial technologies. the ICtBC recommends the european Com-
mission to further investigate the possibilities for european companies to provide services 
within these areas. 
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2.   
  Spectrum for Connected Society 

2.1  Background

today, mobile broadband is an integral part of life in the society, where access to informa-
tion and services anywhere, anytime is a natural extension of society’s working and personal 
lives. as enterprises and individuals invest in an increasing number of connected devices for 
the purpose of increased productivity or enhanced personal communications, the expecta-
tions on operators to deliver high performance network, whether indoors, outdoors, in cit-
ies, in suburban or in rural areas, are also becoming the norm. 

mobile data usage in hong kong went from around 7,675 terabytes in december 2012 to 
15,860 terabytes in december 2014.10 this is a huge increase. hence, a key challenge for 
operators and regulators is to secure and make available new spectrum bands to continue 
to unleash this potential. With customer loyalty driven primarily by network performance, 
low-frequency ultra high frequency (uhf) spectrum is particularly attractive to operators 
seeking to improve both wide-area coverage, as well as boosting network performance in 
urban and indoor areas.

2.2  Main Issues and Challenges 

the global migration of terrestrial tV broadcasting from analogue to digital enables much 
more efficient use of uhf spectrum, thereby creating a digital dividend. With more spec-
trums freed up, and since the main part of this digital dividend is possible to harmonise all 
over the world, the possibilities for companies to go global and take their services global 
will increase if this digital dividend is released. unfortunately, this is currently not the case 
in hong kong, mainly because of China being sluggish to this development. for both hong 
kong and european mobile communication companies, this creates barriers for trade and 
advancement of broadband services.

due to regional differences in uhf spectrum allocation and broadcasting technologies, 
the International telecommunication union (Itu), the united nations’ specialised agency 
for information and communication technologies, has defined three regions globally for 
mobile telecommunications. these three regions are broadly defined as region 1 (europe, 
middle east & africa), region 2 (americas) and region 3 (asia pacific). Itu has recommended 
all regions to release and harmonise the digital dividend band created when moving away 

10 Office of the Communications Authority of HKSAR, reviewed 2015, November,  
 http://ofca.gov.hk/filemanager/ofca/en/content_108/wireless_en.pdf.

2

http://ofca.gov.hk/filemanager/ofca/en/content_108/wireless_en.pdf
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from analogue tV broadcasting.11 the band has been released in region 1 and 2, but not in 
all parts of region 3. 

In the Itu World radiocommunication Conference 2007 (WrC-07), the frequency band 
698-862 megahertz (mhz), i.e. the potential digital dividend band in region 3, was recom-
mended to be released. furthermore, it was recommended that the digital dividend band 
was allocated for International mobile telecommunications (Imt), the mobile and telecom 
technology widely used in europe. the WrC-07 was of the opinion that this would be the 
most efficient use of the band. as a result, the allocation of Imt for the digital dividend band 
in region 3 was inserted in the Itu radio regulations, which contains the complete texts (as 
adopted and amended) outlined by the World radiocommunication Conferences. however, 
these regulations only apply to the countries which agree to follow them. among others, 
hong kong and China has not yet adopted the abovementioned recommendations. 

nevertheless, following the WrC-07, the 698-862 mhz band, often simply referred to as the 
700 mhz band or the digital dividend band (for region 3), was acknowledged by the asia 
pacific telecommunity (apt). apt deals with how the spectrum created in the digital dividend 
band should be allocated in the asia pacific region. Based on the recommendations from Itu, 
apt developed a regulatory framework known as apt700, which was finalized in 2011.

apt700 was originally identified as a key opportunity due to the planned transition of ter-
restrial broadcasting from analogue to digital, being driven by a lesser quantum of spec-
trum and lower power required compared to analogue transmission. despite the fact that a 
multitude of terrestrial broadcasting standards exist within region 3 (including dVB-t, atsC, 
IsdB-t, dmB-t), it was widely acknowledged by apt members that a regionally harmon-
ised digital dividend would create significant economies of scale, thereby driving down the 
cost of mobile devices, as well as providing excellent wide area coverage and in-building  
penetration.12 

on top of the apt700, 3rd generation partnership project (3gpp), a unification of seven inter-
national telecommunications standard development organisations, making standards for 
Imt technology, developed further guidelines for how to use the digital dividend band in 
region 3 for Imt technology. 3gpp used the framework of apt700, and in June 2012 it speci-
fied two bandplans:

 • Band 28 for frequency division duplex (fdd); and

 • Band 44 for time division duplex (tdd). 

11 These decisions were made in WRC-07 and WRC-15. 

12  GSMA Public Policy Position, published May 2015, ”Securing the Digital  Divident for Mobile Broadband”,  
 http://www.gsma.com/spectrum/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/gsma-policy-position-on-the-digital-dividend.pdf 
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Being popular in China and other countries in the region, the tdd variant in particular has 
gained the attention of regulators and operators across asia, oceania and the americas. 
traditionally, europe has used the fdd variant. however, the global trend being to move 
towards technology adapted for both variants, what bandplan is chosen when the spectrum 
in the digital dividend band is freed is of less importance. 

there is clearly both recommendations and regulatory frameworks in place, pushing hong 
kong towards opening up its digital dividend band and allocating it to Imt. In november 
2015, Itu World radiocommunication Conference 2015 (WrC-15) decided to harmonise the 
digital dividend band further and to allocate it to Imt in region 1 (just as was decided for 
region 2 and 3 at WrC-07). hence, there is now more initiative than ever for hong kong to 
adapt the apt700 plan in order to benefit from this harmonisation. It should be mentioned 
that some countries in region 3 have been early adopters of the apt700 plan, including 
australia, new Zealand and Japan.

the hong kong government has expressed that it envisages to adapt the apt700 plan. how-
ever, being a special administrative region of China, hong kong will have to await China’s 
decision on how to progress in this matter. China is currently using the potential digital divi-
dend band for, amongst other things, analogue tV and does not seem ready to make the 
switch to digital (and hence release the digital dividend) just yet. 

the ICtBC respects that China wants to further investigate the possibilities with adapting 
the apt700 plan. nevertheless, hong kong should not need to wait for the whole of China to 
adapt the plan. In order to facilitate, and speed up, the adaption for hong kong, the apt700 
plan could be adopted in a smaller part of China, i.e. the hong kong and shenzhen area, to 
start with. this way, China can try the apt700 concept in a small part of the country, not hav-
ing to make the adoption for the whole country yet. the ICtBC believes that this will benefit 
China and hong kong, as well as european companies and their interests. 

2.3  recommendations

 • to adopt promptly the apt700 band in hong kong in order to leverage the full potential of 
mobile technology and applications, such as smart grids, which has broad applicability in 
the enablement of smart city ICt solutions.

 • to the european Commission together with the hong kong government to approach the 
Chinese government and discuss the possibilities for of adopting the apt700 plan in parts 
of southeast China, i.e. the hong kong and shenzhen area. this would not only benefit hong 
kong and european companies, but would also be a good way for China to try the benefits 
of the apt700 plan. the european Commission would also be welcome to explore other 
solutions in order to speed up the implementation of apt700 in hong kong. 
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3.    
  Hong Kong as a Smart City

3.1   Background

according to the european Commission, a smart city is a place where the traditional net-
works and services are made more efficient with the use of digital and telecommunication 
technologies, for the benefit of its inhabitants and businesses. the smart city concept goes 
beyond the use of ICt for better resource use and less emissions. It means smarter urban 
transport networks, upgraded water supply and waste disposal facilities, and more efficient 
ways to light and heat buildings. It also encompasses a more interactive and responsive city 
administration, safer public spaces and meeting the needs of an ageing population.

from hong kong’s point of view, a smart city is described as “one with wide application of 
new technologies such as sensors, Iot, cloud computing, mobile technology and big data 
analytics to develop intelligent systems in city planning, construction and management, so 
as to achieve better allocation of resources, facilitate sustainable development, and enable 
better managed city operations for the benefits and quality of its citizens”. 13

key achievements for hong kong’s smart city development involves areas such as e-com-
merce, where especially the octopus card (used for payment on public transport, stores, 
cafés, parking facilities etc.) has been a success. furthermore, in the transport and logistics 
sector, the transport department has implemented an Intelligent transport system, focus-
ing on providing the public with real-time traffic information and providing comprehensive 
traffic control and surveillance. the government has also released various mobile apps and 
launched the “1823” service, a round the clock, one-stop contact point to answer general 
enquiries for a wide range of departments and receiving complaints and suggestions about 
hong kong government services. Initiatives have also been taken within healthcare, where, 
for example, systems for sharing information between public and private hospitals are being 
developed and tested. moreover, in order to release more psI, hong kong is working on 
releasing all free online government information in digital formats and to publish this infor-
mation under one portal (data.gov.hk).

13 Central policy unit, Research report on Smart City and the Paper on Government Initiatives on Smart City Development,  
 in paper from the Commission on Strategic Development on September 10, 2015, Paper Ref: CSD/3/2015. 

3
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3.2  Main Issues and Challenges 

despite declarations of a people-centric approach to smart city developments, the ICtBC is 
concerned that, in reality, and according to the public information available, the hong kong 
government’s strategy is too It-centric. the view of ICtBC is that the hong kong govern-
ment’s smart city strategy is based on an It centric approach, which is too narrow. devel-
oping a smart city is a much more complex issue than implementing smart ICt. ICtBC has  
experienced that smart city development also requires a people-centric approach, seeking 
to cooperate with civic organisations and the business sector to work actively side by side 
in order to integrate and determine common needs that will improve quality of life and 
promote the economic development, before stipulating the technologies required. there 
is, however, a lack of evidence that this dialogue is taking place in hong kong. the ICtBC 
therefore recommends the hong kong government to look at how to actively promote 
this kind of cooperation, and to work more closely with european cities and businesses to 
learn and share findings that will help hong kong involve citizens and non-governmental  
organisations (ngos).

3.2.1  European smart City Definitions

With the aim of benchmarking hong kong and european cities, below are presented some 
european cities’ definition of a smart city, most of them with a strong people-centric approach.

Barcelona, being one of the leading cities in europe on smart city development, partly 
describes a smart city the following way: “the Smart City is a new concept defining a city 
that works to improve the quality of its citizens’ lives by guaranteeing sustainable social, 
economic and urban development. a Smart City is based on the use and modernisation of 
new information and communication technologies (ICt) to provide more efficient manage-
ment of the city’s services and resources… In practice, a Smart City has the capacity to meet 
the needs of its citizens (in terms of the environment, mobility, businesses, communications, 
energy and housing) and it thereby improves their daily lives.”14 

stockholm’s smart city initiatives spring out of its environmental goals and the city believes 
that an efficient cooperation between inhabitants, the private industry, the public sector  
and many other players is crucial. environmental and information technology are both key 
priorities in developing a sustainable society in stockholm.15 

the view on smart cities in Helsinki is explained by the Ceo of forum Virium helsinki, an 
innovation unit within the helsinki City organisation playing a key role in implementing 

14 BCN Smart City, reviewed 2015, December,  
 http://smartcity.bcn.cat/en.

15 City of stockholm, reviewed, 2015, december,  
 http://international.stockholm.se/city-development/the-smart-city/.

http://smartcity.bcn.cat/en
http://international.stockholm.se/city-development/the-smart-city/
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helsinki’s smart and open City strategy. he expresses that “for helsinki, smart City means 
more than advanced infrastructure and state-of-the art technological solutions. for helsinki, 
smart City signifies also advancing open engagement of the citizens and the rest of the city 
community, pioneering in open data and transparency of city governance, as well as pro-
moting agile service development.”16

smart City Vienna, a long-term initiative by the city of Vienna, looks at a cross-section of 
the city, covering all areas of life, work and leisure activities in equal measure, and includes 
everything from infrastructure, energy and mobility to all aspects of urban development. 
Vienna has developed a long-term umbrella strategy to 2050 where the key objective is 
the best quality of life for all inhabitants of Vienna, while minimising the consumption of 
resources. this will be realized through comprehensive innovation.17

amsterdam smart City, a partnership between companies, government, knowledge insti-
tutions and the people of amsterdam, describes a smart city as one where social and techno-
logical infrastructures and solutions facilitate and accelerate sustainable economic growth. 
this improves the quality of life in the city for everyone.18

many european cities are implementing smart city projects, where ICt is not the main 
focus. for example, Barcelona has a project for bike sharing and another project about safe 
routes where children can walk on their own, to and from school.19 amsterdam has a project 
called IrIs – “Institutional and regulatory innovation to support local smart energy provi-
sions”, which is focused on establishing legal frameworks that offer the best opportunities 
to develop local sustainable energy provisions.20 In Vienna, all citizens can participate in the 
development of renewable energies by investing in community-funded solar power plants.21 
furthermore, stockholm has an urban mobility strategy where the concept Walkable City is 
promoted; the key element is to utilise city planning to reduce the need to travel. 

3.2.2  Global smart City Initiatives 

World leading cities are already members of global initiatives for facing cities’ challenges, 
such as climate change, resilience and the improvement of citizens’ quality of life. such ini-
tiatives empower cities to connect with each other and share technical expertise on best  

16 Forum Virium Helsinki, reviewed 2015, december,  
 https://www.forumvirium.fi/en/smartcityinnovationunit. 

17 smart City Wien, reviewed 2015, december,  
 https://smartcity.wien.at/site/en/. 

18 Amsterdam Smart City, reviewed 2015, december,  
 http://amsterdamsmartcity.com. 

19 BCN Smart City, reviewed 2015, December,  
 http://smartcity.bcn.cat/en.

20 Amsterdam Smart City, reviewed 2015, december,  
 http://amsterdamsmartcity.com. 

21 smart City Wien, reviewed 2015, december,  
 https://smartcity.wien.at/site/en/. 

https://www.forumvirium.fi/en/smartcityinnovationunit
https://smartcity.wien.at/site/en/
http://amsterdamsmartcity.com
http://smartcity.bcn.cat/en
http://amsterdamsmartcity.com
https://smartcity.wien.at/site/en/
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practices in each area of interest. for reference, below are some global initiatives where 
world-leading cities are participating as active members.

  100 resilient Cities – Pioneered by the rockefeller Foundation (100rC)22

the 100 rC is an initiative originating from the united states of america, supporting cities all over 
the world with the adoption and incorporation of a view of resilience. the purpose is to make 
the cities resilient to both chronic stresses, such as high unemployment, overtaxed or inefficient 
public transport, endemic violence or chronic food and water shortages, as well as acute shocks, 
e.g. earthquakes, fires, floods, etc. the ambition of 100rC is to facilitate the building of a global 
practice of resilience among governments, ngos, the private sector, and individual citizens.

  C40 Cities23

C40, a network of the world’s megacities committed to address climate change, supports 
cities to collaborate effectively, share knowledge and drive meaningful, measurable and sus-
tainable action on climate change. the ambition is to empower cities to connect with each 
other and share technical expertise on best practices. 

  Bloomberg Philanthropies – Mayors Challenge24

the mayors Challenge is a competition for cities, encouraging cities to develop new, creative 
solutions to city challenges and to improve city life. It aims to inspire local governments and 
leaders to think more creatively and to come up with groundbreaking new innovations in 
any policy area that can generate measurable impact. hopefully, the innovation, creativity 
and ideas created in the competition will spread to other cities.

  World Cities, EU-third Countries Cooperation on Urban and regional Development25

World Cities is a project of the eu, managed by the directorate general for regional and 
urban policy (dg regIo) of the european Commission. the project promotes exchange of  
experience and best practices between the eu and third countries. In order to create sustain-
able urban development, a holistic model covering many sectors of society is encouraged. 

  City Protocol26

City protocol is a collaborative innovation framework that fosters city-centric solutions, 
which benefit citizens and their quality of life. It seeks to define a common systems view for 
cities of any size or type, and then embraces or develops protocols that will help innovators 

22 100 resilient Cities, reviewed 2015, december,  
 http://www.100resilientcities.org/about-us#/-_/.

23 C40 Cities, reviewed 2015, december,  
 http://www.c40.org. 

24 Bloomberg philanthropies, reviewed 2015, december,  
 http://www.bloomberg.org/program/government-innovation/mayors-challenge/#overview.

25 World Cities, EU- Third Countries Cooperation on Urban and Regional Development, reviewed 2015, December,  
 http://world-cities.eu.

26  City protocol, reviewed 2015, december,  
 http://www.cpu.gov.hk/doc/en/commission_strategic_development/csd_3_2015e.pdf

http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/en/policy/cooperation/international/
http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/en/policy/cooperation/international/
http://www.100resilientcities.org/about-us#/-_/
http://www.c40.org
http://world-cities.eu
http://www.cpu.gov.hk/doc/en/commission_strategic_development/csd_3_2015e.pdf
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create, and modern cities to deploy, cross-sectorial solutions that can connect and/or break 
city silos. City protocol aims at working across diverse cities by interconnecting them and 
ultimately creating the “Internet of Cities”. to accomplish this goal, City protocol adheres to a 
common vocabulary, to express ideas, and proposes a common understanding and tools for 
effective governance, transformation, collaboration and evaluation. 

3.2.3  Central Policy Unit Paper 

In the paper from the Commission on strategic development from september 10, 2015, 
referring to the Research report on Smart City and Paper on Government Initiatives on Smart 
City Development from the Central policy unit, a list of recommendations on the further 
development of hong kong as a smart city is presented. Below, the ICtBC will put forward 
the Central unit policy’s recommendations and make some comments to them.

  People-Centric approach and Collaboration between all sectors of society

 • the ICtBC agrees with the Central policy unit. a people-centric approach is important, 
involving all groups of interest in the city: citizens, ngo’s, business, academia and research 
institutes.

 • Both hong kong-based companies and european companies exporting its services to hong 
kong should focus on using ICt to solve peoples’ problems, not simply on selling It solu-
tions. With this approach, a better smart city environment will be created.

 • as a city with an increasing aging population, hong kong should focus on promoting smart 
initiatives to improve quality of life of the elderly (see for example project Vincles, Barcelona, 
awarded by Bloomberg philanthropy), and not to focus only on their use of technology.

  to Promote a More Proactive role and the Innovation and technology Bureau  
 can take Lead on some Parts of the smart City Development

 • the ICtBC agrees with the Central policy unit. smart city development requires a “whole-of-
government” approach and cross-bureaux/departments collaboration. this is the key expe-
rience from all european cities that have been working on smart city. 

 • as an example of how to reach a “whole-of-government” approach, it is recommended to 
take into account the City anatomy protocol published by the City protocol society,27 since 
it provides a clear guidance for governance integration (i.e., breaking the inner city silos).   

 

27 City Protocol, City Anatomy: A Framework to support City Governance, Evaluation and Transformation  
 (CPA-I_001-v2_Anatomy), reviewed 2015, december,  
 http://www.cptf.cityprotocol.org/CpaI/Cpa-I_001-v2_anatomy.pdf.

http://www.cptf.cityprotocol.org/CPAI/CPA-I_001-v2_Anatomy.pdf
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  to Promote an overall and Long term strategy, i.e. an Integrated Framework for  
 smart City Development, Building on the Existing Digital 21 strategy

 • the ICtBC agrees with the Central policy unit. there is a need for hong kong to set up a long 
term policy.

 • european cities set their transformational strategies well beyond those strictly associated 
with “smart” implementations. they mainly focus on attaining a highly performing urban 
metabolism (e.g., self-sufficiency, zero emissions, lowering carbon and water footprints, 
etc.). this broader view, which also encompasses social innovation, participatory governance 
and circular economy approaches, is well summarized in the liveable districts and Cities  
protocol.28

  to Promote the Implementation of Polices and Measures to Help Innovation and  
 to Continue Efforts to Encourage talent in Innovation and technology in schools  
 and Universities in Hong Kong

 • the ICtBC agrees with the Central policy unit. as an example of how to implement policies 
and measures to help innovation and satisfy the city’s needs, hong kong should include 
smart solutions in the public purchase/tenders, e.g. public transport, to give priority to smart 
electric solutions.

3.3  recommendations

the ICtBC would like to make the following recommendations regarding to the smart city 
development in hong kong.  

 • With regard to the Central policy unit’s recommendations mentioned in section 3.2.3 above, 
the european Commission and the hong kong government should discuss, share informa-
tion about and cooperate on the actions suggested in relation to each recommendation. 

 • the european Commission should promote the implementation of social indicators in hong 
kong. the development of common indicators and measures to monitor smart city develop-
ment is crucial. It should include social impact indicators, to measure the valued added to 
the citizens. for example, Iso 37120 and indicators from City protocol29 could be used.

 • the european Commission to engage in the smart city discussion in hong kong and to 
explore the opportunities for the hong kong government and the eu to collaborate regard-
ing to smart city development, within the initiative europe 2020. europe is currently leading 
the development in conceptual and practical smart city development, so there should be 
good opportunities for european business in the hong kong market in the long run.

28 City Protocol, Livable Districts and Cities (CPC_004_Livable_District_and_Cities), reviewed 2015, December,  
 http://www.cptf.cityprotocol.org/publications/CpC_004_livable_districts_and_Cities.pdf.

29 City Protocol, City Anatomy Indicators (CPA-PR_002_Anatomy Indicators), reviewed 2015, December,  
 http://www.cptf.cityprotocol.org/Cpapr/Cpa-pr_002_anatomy_Indicators.pdf. 

http://www.cptf.cityprotocol.org/Publications/CPC_004_Livable_Districts_and_Cities.pdf
http://www.cptf.cityprotocol.org/CPAPR/CPA-PR_002_Anatomy_Indicators.pdf
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 • hong kong is already a member of C40 Cities, focused on tackling climate change. however, 
the ICtBC recommends the european Commission to discuss with the hong kong govern-
ment the involving of hong kong in global initiatives lead by eu or european cities, in order 
to create synergies to tackling the smart city issue. 

 • the european Commission to collaborate with the current european players to upgrade the 
level of the international conferences on smart cities in hong kong. such conferences may 
include Iot. the ICtBC identifies an opportunity for hong kong to become a strong party in 
asia pacific within this field.

4. 4.  Public Sector Information

4.1  Background 

open public data, or psI, is one of the major areas of innovation in knowledge economies 
and Internet economies, and has created new services and applications and whole new mar-
kets for data and information. 

psI is broadly defined as “information, including information products and services, gener-
ated, created, collected, processed, preserved, maintained, disseminated, or funded by or 
for the government or public institution”.30 

the eu adopted a psI directive in 200331 to overcome barriers that limit the re-use of psI. the 
directive regulates how public sector bodies should make their information available for re-
use, and deals with key issues such as transparency of what is available and under which con-
ditions, fair competition and non-discrimination between all potential re-users. eu member 
states are obliged to translate eu directives into national law.  

the directive shall ensure fair conditions for the re-use of psI and stimulate the growing 
market of added-value products and service based on psI re-use. so far, the highest value 
and re-use exploitation potential is in the field of geospatial information, followed by traffic, 
meteorological, statistical, environmental and health information. 

eCC organised two seminars for the business community in hong kong to discuss the socio-
economic value of psI, held on June 7 and november 30, 2011, and supports the develop-
ment of psI in hong kong. the psI portal of the hong kong government was launched in 

30 OECD Recommendation of the Council for Enhanced Access and More Effective Use of Public Sector Information,  
 C/2008/36.

31 Directive 2003/98/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 17 November 2003 on the Re-use of  
 Public Sector Information.

4
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march 2011 as data.one, and re-launched in 2015 as data.gov.hk following the international 
naming standard for government data sites.

4.2  Main Issues and Challenges

While hong kong is one of the leading information societies in the world based on ICt avail-
ability and usage, the territory does not have a freedom of Information (foI) law. the exist-
ing administrative Code of Access to Information from 1995 did not foresee digital re-use pos-
sibilities. psI and foI are the two regulatory foundations of the data economy. the data.gov.
hk website assures potential users that the data provided can be used without restrictions. 
however, the terms and conditions do not include redress mechanisms or coherent copy-
right guidelines. for example, the data portal states that data can be used free of copy-
right, whereas departmental sites publishing the data refer to the hong kong government 
as copyright owner. there are also government agencies that charge for data, e.g. the lands 
department for mapping and geospatial data.

the use of data is global in nature and potential users, whether from the private sector or 
from a public research organisation, require standardised, open, accessible data. european 
business in the data and information industry, or any business that requires data for the cre-
ation of services and products, operating in hong kong faces potential limitations when 
using public data. 

In the context of providing services and products in the area of smart city, such limitations 
could affect european companies in the field of data analytics, big data, apps development 
and others. 

to date, there has been no survey on how companies in hong kong make use of data.gov.hk, 
and what the potential value of public data re-use is. 

4.3  recommendations

europe has developed one of the most comprehensive and dynamic markets for data and 
information in the past years, and has created a successful environment for data-intensive 
companies, for start-ups and small and medium enterprises. the economic value created 
through psI is estimated to reach 68 billion eur annually.

 • to continue to share experiences from europe about the benefits of psI for ICt-related busi-
ness and beyond, and support the further development of existing network of public and 
private data users in hong kong. 
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Abbreviations

aPt asia pacific telecommunity
aPt700  a regulatory framework developed by apt
China  people’s republic of China
Cyberport  hong kong Cyberport management Company limited
EU european union
EUBIP european union Business Information programme
FDD Band 28 for frequency division duplex 
Fintech financial technology
FoI freedom of Information
GDP gross domestic product 
Hong Kong hong kong special administrative region
HKBan hong kong government, and the hong kong Business angel network
HKstP hong kong science and technology park
ICt information and communication technology
ICtBC european union-hong kong-macao Information Communication  
 and technology Business Council 
IMt International mobile telecommunications
Iot Internet of things
ItU  International telecommunication union
Macau macau special administrative region
MHz megahertz 
MIt massachusetts Institute of technology
nGo non-governmental organisations
PsI public sector information
r&D research and development
tDD Band 44 for time division duplex 
tsssU  technology start-up support scheme for universities
UHF ultra high frequency spectrum
WrC-07 - ItU World radiocommunication Conference 2007 
WrC-15 - ItU World radiocommunication Conference 2015
3GPP - 3rd generation partnership project
100rC - 100 resilient Cities, pioneered by the rockefeller foundation
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